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ABSTRACT
To be able to maintain its attractiveness for young audiences, the museum must make concrete and sustained efforts to increase its
interest for exhibitions, which are made to transform passive visitors into active participants. Implementing touchscreens in museum
exhibitions adds interactivity and a better perception and understanding of the public exhibitions, especially for individuals and small groups
of visitors, who didn’t receive guidance from the curator. To further increase the level of interactivity of the exhibition, in addition to
interactive stands and workshops, can be used a series of interactive multimedia applications to run on touchscreens. This paper presents the
authors' experience in implementing this type of interactive multimedia applications dedicated to the exhibition “5 Senses - An Universe”,
applications which are entirely made at “Ion Borcea” Natural Sciences Museum of Bacău.
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Material and method
Introduction

Design and implementation of an
interactive and educational multimedia application
which have success, although it may seem simple at
first, can be a difficult project to complete. First,
finding a viable technical solutions and the
conception of an attractive design, all under
financial pressure cost, is a big challenge, especially
since the specific application should facilitate
learning, not only entertainment and providing
information.

Interactive technologies used in the
museum include, without however being limited to
these
information,
kiosks
equipped
with
touchscreens that facilitate access of the visitors to a
wide variety of information. To arouse curiosity of
the visitors and give it a unique emotional
experience related to visiting the museum, a broader
approach is needed, that exceeds offering dry
information about a specific topic in the existing
exhibition. This approach requires active
involvement of the visitor to undertake activities to
apply acquired knowledge, memory and intelligence,
while visiting the exhibition. Thus, besides
providing well structured and concise information
on a given topic from exhibitions, the visitor shall be
invited to solve easy problems, based on previously
acquired information.

The museum is a perfect environment for
creating interactive experiences. Many visitors who
step into a museum are pleasant impressed when
challenged with this interactive and educational
experience, which offers an opportunity to learn and
better understand the world around us. Deepening a
domain, satisfying a passion or desire to learn new
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participation. It’s a bidirectional communication
conduit. It’s a response to a response. It’s “fullduplex.” Interaction is a relationship. (...) It’s many
things, none of which can be done alone. Interaction
is a process that dictates communication. It can also
be a communication that dictates process. It
provides options, necessitates a change in pace and
changes you as you change it.”
To achieve an educational interactive
multimedia application the authors have started with
a thorough documentation of existing technologies
and resources. Most current solutions involve the
use of a touchscreen connected to a PC with Widows
operating system and web browser software. The
visitor should not have access to operating system
functions; in fact he should not perceive the
operating system, but only the browser, which in
turn should only provide navigation capability,
namely the interpretation of the application code.
The solution at that time was to write a program to
take control of some functions and components of
the operating system of choice, which proved
functional solution. Were also identified other
technical solutions for the future.
After these preliminary steps the problem
occurred with the technology used for writing the
program that would be run in the browser. The most
common and most spectacular technology that uses
the ActionScript language is proprietary technology
which involves high costs. Complementary
development solutions are still in its infancy,
development is slow and unproductive. Meanwhile
Flash technology was acquired by Adobe. Other
alternative is open source solutions, which are
inexpensive but difficult to use in application
development.

and exciting things about a given topic may well be
done in the museum, through thematic exhibitions
made it through informative kiosks (stands)
providing access to specific information or web
content of the museum website. But the
development of thematic exhibitions that offer a
level of interactivity with the visitors, the threedimensional interactive exhibits, workshops or
presentations of interactive applications on
touchscreens make the interest of the visitors to
grow exponentially. This is in fact the current trend
in a modern museum, in contrast to the traditional
approach offered by the museum, where the
emphasis was on the creation, storage and display of
the collections. Nowadays more and more people
walk into a museum in hope of learning something
new and getting an interesting and fun experience.

Temporary exhibition “5 Senses - An
Universe” was a step towards investigating open
source technology and resources to design and
implement interactive multimedia applications and
to identify guidelines for developers, principles
which can be used later in the development of this
type of interaction with the public.
Mark Stephen Meadows said that:
“Interaction is a continuing increase in

In making applications participated two
curators, namely a scientific reviewer and a museum
engineer. They were used a series of graphics
processing programs such as Adobe Photoshop, and
many other freeware or open source programs, as
required. Writing source code required a laborious
work, followed by a period of testing.
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In the temporary exhibition "5 Senses - An
Universe" for the sense of hearing authors have
conducted a number of six interactive applications:
four of these are for sound recognition (common
sounds, human sounds, wildlife and farm animal’s
sounds) and an application for checking auditory
acuity.

To visitor is given the final option, and that
consists in returning to the explanatory in order to
elucidate uncertainties.
Proposed objectives
For a successful interaction with the public
through this technology, has been established a
number of criteria which must be fulfilled:
 the task requested to be at an appropriate
level for the visitor;
 the visitor immediately receive clear
feedback.
 the experience engages many of the
learner’s senses

A very simple task would be rejected, while
too complicated one would cause frustration.
Demanding task must cause the visitor to test
intellectual skills, but without overloading them.
Increasing task difficulty progressively during
application keeps visitors' attention.
A sixth application is dedicated to the
human ear and how it works, and consisted of two
parts: an explanation part and two interacting parts.
The first part asks the visitor to name tag placement
of ear parts in the right places, and the second is a
small questionnaire consisting of six questions. After
completing that questionnaire it automatically gives
the result.
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but ultimately is more rewarding and has more
enduring learning outcomes.

After the request, the visitor must
immediately receive clear feedback from the
application, as without this feedback we can not
speak of interactivity. During the learning process
the visitor tries to solve the requested task and
immediately receive feedback from the application,
whether the task was completed successfully or was
committed an error.

Rezumat
Pentru a putea să-şi menţină atractivitatea
pentru publicul tânăr, muzeul trebuie să depună
eforturi concrete şi susţinute în vederea creşterii
interesului acestuia pentru expoziţiile realizate,
pentru transformarea vizitatorului pasiv într-un
participant activ. Implementarea ecranelor tactile în
cadrul expoziţiilor muzeale aduce un plus de
interactivitate şi o mai bună percepere şi înţelegere a
expoziţiilor de către public, în special pentru
viziatorii individuali şi grupurile mici care nu
beneficiază de ghidaj din partea muzeografului. Însă,
pentru a creşte şi mai mult nivelul de interactivitate a
expoziţiei, pe lângă standurile interactive şi
atelierele de lucru mai pot fi utilizate şi o serie de
aplicaţii interactive multimedia care să ruleze pe
ecranele tactile. Lucrarea de faţă prezintă experienţa
autorilor în implementarea acestui tip de aplicaţii
interactive multimedia dedicate expoziţiei „5 simţuri
– un univers”, aplicaţii realizate integral la
Complexul Muzeal de Ştiinţele Naturii „Ion Borcea”
din Bacău.

Results and discussions
The six interactive applications were
submitted to the public test during "Night of
Museums", held in May 2012.
Visitors of all ages were paraded in front of
touchscreens, interacting with them. Permanent
congestion in front of them, made us conclude that
rejoiced considerable success with the public, being
a novelty in our museum. The children showed
attraction to sound recognition applications, while
some of the adults were interested in the application
of the human ear and hearing acuity testing.
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The success rejoiced by the six dedicated
hearing interactive applications presented on
touchscreens in the temporary exhibition "5 Senses An Universe" make us try to develop similar
applications for other exhibitions that will be
conducted at the “Ion Borcea” Natural Sciences
Museum of Bacău.
Conclusions
Attracting the public by using of
interesting, challenging and fun methods is
beneficial not only for museums, but are of great use
in achieving education for adults and young
generations who find such a pleasant way of leisure,
information and entertainment.
Encouraging learning in museums is more
challenging because the motivation to learn does not
come from external rewards like grades, but must
come from internal rewards. This type of inherent
motivation requires more of the exhibit designers,
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